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ABSTRACT

An apparatus for reducing pilling on a piece of garment/fabric includes at least one holding member adapted to secure the piece of garment/fabric, a rotatable brush member adapted to brush on the piece of garment/fabric until loose fibers of the garment/fabric migrates to a surface of the garment/fabric to form a layer of pillable fuzz, a shaving member adapted to remove the layer of pillable fuzz on the piece of garment/fabric, and a control unit adapted to control movement of the rotatable brush member and the shaving member.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PILLING REDUCTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention is related to a method and apparatus for pilling reduction on garments and fabrics.

2. Description of the Related Art

Pilling has been a quality problem for fabrics and garments. Over the years, many anti-pilling treatments have been developed to increase the pilling resistance to fabrics. Generally, these treatments can be classified into three categories, namely physical, chemical and biochemical methods.

In general, two approaches have been taken to prevent pills from accumulating on fabric surfaces. The first approach is to inhibit the formation of pills. This can be achieved by removing protruding fibers using physical and biochemical methods or bind the fibers into the fabric surface using chemical method. The second approach is to make the pills fall off the fabrics as soon as they are formed. This can be accomplished by chemically reducing the fiber strength.

Most of those physical treatments commonly used, such as shearing and cropping, are only applicable to smooth-faced fabrics but not suitable for irregular-knit fabrics. Although many effective chemical treatments are currently available, the properties of the fabrics might be adversely affected by the chemical used. Moreover, the foregoing treatments may cause degradation of wool’s natural moisture transmission properties, one of wool’s strength. In most cases, chemical is also harmful to the environment. Although biochemical treatments of using enzymes are effective and environmentally friendly, the process is often complicated and time-consuming.

There exists a need for a pilling reduction process that does not use or discharge any waste water, steam or chemicals or enzymes in which the treatment does not affect color, bursting strength, thermal insulation property and fabric handling of the treated fabrics or garments.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to an aspect of the present invention, an apparatus for reducing pilling on a piece of garment/fabric includes at least one holding member adapted to secure the piece of garment/fabric, a rotatable brush member adapted to brush on the piece of garment/fabric until fibres in the garment/fabric migrate to the surface of the garment/fabric to form a layer of pillable fuzz, a shaving member adapted to remove the layer of pillable fuzz on the piece of garment/fabric, and a control unit adapted to control movement of the rotatable brush member and the shaving member.

According to another aspect of the present invention, a method for reducing pilling on a piece of fabric, the method includes securing the piece of fabric on a table, accelerating fuzz generation of the piece of fabric by mechanical agitation of the piece of garment until fibres in the fabrics migrate to the surface of the piece of fabric to form a layer of pillable fuzz, and removing the layer of pillable fuzz on the piece of fabric.

Further features and aspects of the present invention will become apparent from the following description of exemplary embodiments with reference to the attached drawings.
as pillable fuzz, which can form pills if further mechanical action applied. This first part of the whole treatment attempts to make the pillable fuzz come out to the fabric surface as much as possible, so that a larger amount of pillable fuzz can be removed in the later process.

The acceleration of fuzz generation can be achieved by using mechanical methods. FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary configuration of a pill reduction apparatus. The present invention reduces the amount of pillable fuzz on fabric and garment by artificially accelerating fuzz generation and removal of fuzz pills layer.

Next, removal of fuzz and pills is performed. The generated fuzz and pills layer can be physically removed by lint shavers, singeing devices using flame or laser. The height of the fuzz should be shortened below the critical pillable height as indicated, for example, in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber</th>
<th>Critical Height (1/2 in.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vicuna</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetate</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wool, 64-70’s</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orion</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayon</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nylon</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Dacron&quot; (Ribbon)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Dacron&quot; (Round)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton, St. Vincent (1.1 den./fil.)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table is provided by Gintis, D., and Mead, E. J. (1959), “The mechanism of pilling. Textile Research Journal”, which indicates the critical height of entanglement tendency for various types of textile fibres. After the foregoing processes, the amount of pillable fuzz can be significantly reduced.

The apparatus of FIG. 2 includes a table (flat surface) 240, with a fabric 250, fabrics holding members 230, a rotatable brush member 210, and a precision cutting/shaving panel 220.

The table 240 includes holding members 230, which may be a clip or the like that secures the piece of fabric 250. The rotatable brush member 210 is capable of being in contact with the piece of fabric/garment and performing the brushing action. The rotatable brush member 210 will be described in more detail below in connection with FIGS. 3B and 3C.

When a piece of fabric is placed on the table and secured by the holding member, the rotatable brush member 210 begins its rotation for brushing by an electric motor. Then, the rotatable brush member comes into contact with the fabric/garment and performs the acceleration of fuzz generation by brushing the fabric/garment in a lateral direction path 260. The brushing action continues for a number of times until the majority of loose fibres migrate to the surface of the fabric/garment and form a layer of pillable fuzz. Depending on the type of fabric/garment, the brushing action may be performed with different pressure and time duration. As a result of the brushing action, a layer of pillable fuzz is formed on the surface of the fabric/garment.

Subsequently, the precision cutting/shaving panel 220 begins the attrition process by shaving off the layer of pillable fuzz. Similar to the brushing action, the precision cutting/shaving panel 220 performs shaving along a lateral direction 270. The cutting/shaving panel moves back and forth along path 270 for a predetermined number of times until the layer of pillable fuzz is shaved off from the piece of garment.

The exemplary precision cutting/shaving panel 311 is illustrated in FIG. 3A. The precision cutting/shaving panel 311 includes a plurality of flexible shaving heads 312 that are capable of pivoting to enable closer shaving at various angles. The pivot cutting heads 312 allow fuzz and pills to penetrate through its holes and shave by the shaver. Precision cutting/shaving panel 311 may also include an air suction unit (not shown) that clear the fibres trapped inside the shaver.

In another embodiment, the rotatable brush member 210 is held stationary while the table 240 moves along a horizontal direction to perform brushing action across the entire surface of the piece of fabric. In this embodiment, the table 240 is driven by an electric motor to move in a horizontal direction.

The exemplary structure of the rotatable brush member 210 is illustrated in FIGS. 3B and 3C. FIGS. 3B and 3C show a cross-sectional and longitudinal view of the rotatable brush member 210, respectively. The center of the rotatable brush member is a metal rod 322 attached with brush bristles 321. The brush bristles 321 may have different length, bending rigidity, shapes of ends and anti-static properties. Rotatable brush member 210 may also include an air suction unit (not shown) inside the metal rod 322 to clear the fibres trapped in the rotatable brush member. The density and rigidity of the brush’s bristles may also be adjustable depending on the type of fabric/garment.

In response to the abrasion process performed by the rotatable brush member, broken fibres will migrate to the surface of the fabric/garment. By repeating the process of abrasion, a layer of pillable fuzz may rise to the surface of the piece of fabric/garment. Then, a shaver, such as a lint shaver, may be used to remove the layer of pillable fuzz on the surface of the piece of fabric/garment. The shaver shaves along the direction 270 as indicated in FIG. 2, hence, the layer of pillable fuzz can be removed. The precision cutting/shaving panel 220 may also include an air-suction unit for clearing the fibres trapped in the precision cutting/shaving panel 220.

In addition to placing the garment on a table (or a flat surface), a special garment holder may also be utilized. As shown in FIGS. 4A and 4B, an expandable garment holder is inserted inside a sweater 410. The elastic stick holder 420, which may be two or three-dimensional, is adjustable and expandable to fit with the sweater as shown in FIG. 4B. Then, the sweater with the elastic stick holder 420 is placed on table 240 for the brushing and shaving processes.

In another embodiment, the rotatable brush member 210 and precision cutting/shaving panel 220 are attached to a robotic arm so that the rotatable brush member 210 and the precision cutting/shaving panel 220 can move more freely in all directions. Also, the fabric/garment can be placed on a three-dimensional expandable garment holder. As illustrated in FIG. 5, for example, the sweater is inserted with a three-dimensional airtight membrane 510 such as a rubber form. Next, when compressed air is injected into the airtight membrane 510, the airtight membrane 510 expands so that it is in contact (fitted) with the sweater. The airtight membrane 510 can hold the piece of garment in place during brushing and shaving, and thus, a more effective pilling reduction process can be achieved.

FIG. 6 illustrates a rotatable tubular garment/fabric holder 610 that is provided to hold the piece of garment/fabric. In this embodiment, the piece of garment/fabric 250 is secured on a circular surface of the tubular garment/fabric holder as shown in FIG. 6. As such, the tubular garment/fabric holder is capable of rotating in a direction as indicated in 620 by an electric motor or the like. Due to the circular structure of the tubular holder, brushing action and the removal of the pillable fuzz can be performed continuously by rotating the tubular garment/fabric holder 610 in a single direction.
The present invention includes a control unit (not shown) that controls the movement of the rotatable brush and shaver, and the movement of the rotatable brush and shaver relative to the piece of garment/fabric. Also, it controls the amount of pressure that the rotatable brush presses against the garment/fabric while performing the brushing action, the control unit controls the power and duration of the brushing action. Furthermore, position sensors (not shown) may also be included to provide positioning information of the garment/fabrics to the control device. By utilizing sensors, the position and the type of the garment/fabric can be detected. Thus, the detected information can be used to operate the pilling reduction apparatus.

A computer-executable program code of the control unit to control the pilling reduction process can be encoded in a memory unit such as a computer-readable storage medium.

The present invention significantly reduces the pilling tendency of woven and knitted fabrics as well garments. It is a pure physical process and does not use or discharge any waste water, steam or chemicals or enzymes. The treatment does not affect color, bursting strength, thermal insulation property and fabric handle of the treated fabrics or garments. Furthermore, the invention is applicable to any type of fibers and blends, or any type of yarn.

While the present invention has been described with reference to exemplary embodiments, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the disclosed exemplary embodiments. The scope of the following claims is to be accorded the broadest interpretation so as to encompass all such modifications and equivalent structures and functions.

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus for reducing pilling on a piece of garment or fabric, comprising:
   a rotatable brush member adapted to exert pressure, and
   a shaving member adapted to remove the layer of pillable fuzz on the piece of garment or fabric; and
   a control unit adapted to control movement of the rotatable brush member and the shaving member.
2. The apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising:
   an expandable garment or fabric holder adapted to be inserted in the piece of garment or fabric.
3. The apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the expandable garment or fabric holder is an elastic stick holder.
4. The apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the expandable garment or fabric holder is made of airtight membranes that is expandable by compressed air.
5. The apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the rotatable brush member and the shaving member is attached with robotic arms to enable brushing and shaving in all directions.
6. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the piece of garment or fabric is placed on a movable table that is capable of moving laterally to perform brushing by the rotatable brush member and shaving by the shaving member.
7. The apparatus according to claim 1, further comprises a rotatable tubular garment or fabric holder adapted to hold and secure the garment or fabric,
   wherein the piece of garment or fabric rotates continuously with the rotatable tubular garment or fabric holder to repeatedly perform brushing by the rotatable brush member, and shaving by the shaving member.
8. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the rotatable brush member and the shaving member each contains an air suction unit adapted to clear trapped fibres.
9. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the rotatable brush member includes brush bristles,
   wherein the brush bristles have specific density, length, rigidity, and shape of ends, depending on type of the garment or fabric.
10. The apparatus according to claim 1, further comprises position sensors configured to detect position of the piece of garment or fabric.
11. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the shaving member includes a plurality of flexible shaving heads that are capable of pivoting based on the surface of the garment or fabric surface.
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